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Mobile Media Ministry Policy and Conditions  

  

Revised 2021 

  

  

Before we set out together on this journey, here are some things we want to let you know. 

  

These are some terms we'd like you to agree to before we start; these are things we hold all our 

partnerships and roadies to when we're on the road.  

  

We want to begin everything upfront and honest with you. 

  

Acknowledgments 

  

Our primary ambition is the serve the Lord God on the streets of the city, and to bring hope and the 

Good News of Christ to those without hope and salvation.   

"...for, 'Everyone who calls on the Name of the Lord will be saved.' How, then, can they call on the one 

they have not believed? And how can they believe in the one of whom they have not heard? And how 

can they hear without someone telling them? And how can anyone tell them unless they are sent? As it 

is written, 'How beautiful are the feet of those who bring the good news!'" Romans 10:13-15  

  

We believe that family and community are vital for a society to thrive, so we put the sanctity of that 

forward in all our dealings. 

  

We respect law enforcement, local government, and legislators as we conduct all our business under the 

law. We do this to glorify the Lord and for the betterment of the community. 

  

We strive to be professional in our work and how we conduct ourselves on outreach, and we want to 

make partnerships with others who share our work ethic.  
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We look over every event request we receive with care to judge whether we can meet all the required 

needs. We don't rush into commitments we can't keep or situations we can't handle. We are always 

ready to accommodate, and we can work without intervention if necessary. 

  

We welcome all event/partnership requests, for the sake of featuring the Mobile Media Van in an 

outreach or ministry event, from either a coordinating party or personal reference. We also welcome all 

volunteers who are eager to pray, aid, or worship alongside the Mobile Media team at such events. 

  

  

With that all said, we can't accept a request for a partnership or event without knowing if you agree and 

sympathize with the terms in this policy. If you don't agree, then we'll regretfully have to decline your 

request. 

  

You can always contact us with your concerns about this policy and know that it is subject to changes 

throughout the years as needed. Our beliefs stand firm, and that itself won't change.  

  

Before consenting to this agreement, please read the rest of our terms and know that we expect you (as 

our partner in ministry) to uphold them until the requested date or partnership is passed. 

  

Conditions  

  

Beliefs 

  

We, as a ministry run by individuals, recognize that all people are sinful from birth and have broken the 

Law of God, an ultimate standard for perfection that He set the foundations in the beginning according 

to His nature.  And we know that God sent his one and only Son, Jesus, to live a perfect life on Earth in 

the flesh and die a perfect death to redeem all of humanity from the control of the Devil and sin. We 

believe that the God of the Holy Bible is the ultimate authority of all things and the only one who can 

save souls and give eternal life; we also recognize all parties/events that acknowledge this or believe 

likewise, and that will allow free declaration of these facts.  
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Planning Process  

  

We only accept real and legitimate event requests from the coordinating party (event organizers) or 

those in connection to them. All other requests will be declined if they’re proven to be false or finding a 

lack of credibility. Our executive director and team, as well as our ministry council, make the final 

determination whether a request will be accepted.  

 

So, to avoid confusion, we ask all requestors to submit all the basic information about the 

event/partnerships. That includes dates, times, locations, parking arrangements, and contacts of the 

coordinating party, etc.  We value clear and transparent communication with our partners. 

 

Furthermore, we ask that all requests are submitted to us with at least a week's notice before the event 

in question. Any last-minute details must be ironed out the day before the event.  

 

We appreciate personal connections and references who submit requests to us, but we reserve all 

communication through the planning process with the coordinating party(ies).  

  

Rights Reserved  

  

We reserve the right to terminate any event opportunity/partnership request based on the 

communication, information, or content given by the coordinating party or requestor.  If we see 

something deemed inappropriate and in conflict with our stated beliefs, we reserve the right to decline 

or terminate the requested event or partnership. 

  

We, as a ministry, won't be held responsible for any inappropriate actions or behavior by volunteers of 

the coordinating party. If such activity occurs and is left to continue unchecked, we, as a ministry, 

reserve the right to act by intervening to stop the behavior or reporting it to the appropriate authorities 

without notifying the coordinating party.  
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Technical Services  

  

All the Media Van's technical equipment is adequate for outreach and ministry use for any event, but 

not all electronic equipment is compatible with the format of the Media Van. We must know ahead of 

time if there is any other technical request, besides what is included in the initial basic information, for 

an upcoming event so that we can prepare for the presentation. All new presentation material needs to 

be submitted by the coordinating party for review and reformatting to the Media Van's technology. 

  

If the coordinating party incorporates its own technical personnel or equipment, our executive team 

needs to know and connect with the appropriate people within at least seven days of the event date. 

 

If the coordinating party wants to create a presentation using incompatible media or materials with the 

format of the Media Van, we offer to prepare that presentation on their behalf with our own resources. 

All we ask is for one in-person meeting with the technical personnel and coordinating party to 

determine the details of the presentation. 

  

If the coordinating party wants any portion of the requested event recorded or filmed, and copies made 

by the Mobile Media Ministry, we ask that we provide all the necessary equipment to do so on location 

and determine those details before the event date.  

  

Payment  

  

We are a non-profit organization and operate primarily through patronage and freewill donations 

submitted to the 501(c)(3) Basics in Milwaukee, Inc. We strive to act as good stewards of what we've 

been given, so we always account for how much an event will cost us. 

  

We request that the coordinating party be willing to cover the costs of our fuel, technical services, 

overhead, and any maintenance needed on location. It can be paid at any point during or after the 

planning process. We can provide a quote of the estimated total to the coordinating party during the 

planning process as well as our technical specifications which includes pricing. Regardless, we will 

invoice all the provided features and services to the coordinating party(ies) within seven days after the 

event. 
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If the coordinating party does not have the funds to provide this, we simply request a freewill offering 

time at any point during the requested event. 

  

Confirmation 

  

If you or the coordinating party of this request disagree or have any concerns with the terms outlined in 

this policy, please do not sign/agree below; you could forfeit our services at your event upon further 

evaluation and communication. 

  

However, if you agree to help us uphold these terms while serving together, please sign/agree below so 

that we can begin the planning process. 

  

This agreement will be active from the date of agreement as submitted by the coordinating party to the 

seven days after the requested event.   

  

Please sign and date on the line below if you agree to these conditions of the Mobile Media Ministry and 

will uphold them so that their services are provided on your behalf.  

  

  

  

Name:_______________________________      Date:___________________________ 

  

Approved by: ____________________________________ 

John Jones - Executive Director/Founder of Mobile Media Ministry  

  

  

  

  

The Mobile Media Ministry team would like to thank you for your interest, support, and cooperation. 

 


